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Toward Omnipresence
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This article discusses recent developments in
diffusion, diffusor design and use, the science
around diffusion simulation, and contributions
for an upcoming standard.

Photo 1: The NWAA labs test rig has
been designed for both direct energy
and reflected energy measurements.
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It was not long ago that acoustic diffusers
were considered a “dark horse candidate” in the
industry. Although little was known about their
performance, they had nevertheless been used to
great effect in many locations. This placed diffusers
in a category that few trusted because of the limited
data available on how to use them or what to expect.
That has changed. The use of sound diffusers has
become more widespread. From houses of worship
to school classrooms, and home theaters to board
rooms—their contributions are extraordinary.
While the practice of using diffusers has become
common and the results are undeniable, the science
has remained a bit of a mystery. There is still a bit
of that dark magic/voodoo quality to the diffuser,
even with its exposure. Luckily, this exposure has
spurred every sector of the industry into action,
and the diffuser has infiltrated in a way that is

unprecedented. While, in the past, diffusion was
a small segment with few champions, it has now
become a hot topic; researched by scientists,
unive r sitie s, manuf ac ture r s, lab oratorie s,
acousticians, musicians, audiophiles, architects,
interior designers, software developers, and
Bob—that guy who wants the best sounding home
theater on his block. This ubiquity has begun a
mass movement toward resolving those unanswered
questions about diffusion, and to better define how
the industry can harness this dark horse.

Use of Diffusers

When designing and using a loudspeaker
system, acousticians have long since referred to
specifications that show polar responses of those
speakers. Tests (e.g., the AES56) have shown how
the energy radiated from a loudspeaker can be
measured and defined, enabling the accurate
prediction of their acoustic performance. This
advancement catapulted the development and
effective use of these systems. Taking a cue from
this, the industry has reevaluated how we all look at
diffusers and their performance—think of a diffuser
like a speaker.
Diffusers, like loudspeakers, radiate sound.
The dif ference is that dif fusers are excited
externally. Facilities (e.g., NWAA Labs, Elma, WA)
have repurposed their loudspeaker test rigs to
also measure reflected energy (see Photo 1). By
measuring the radiation polar patterns of a diffuser,
we can predict their performance. This helps define
their use and enables the accelerated development
of newer diffuser designs that perform in ways
never before imagined. However, measurement is
only one chapter of this story.
If manufacturers had to measure every design
variation in their research and development cycle,
it would slow down the process, as every design
would have to be physically created, sent to the lab,
a)

Figure 1: Simulations of diffuser performance are compared to actual lab measurement at
4 kHz (inset upper right).

measured, and analyzed. After another experimental
modification is attempted, the entire process
would need to be repeated. Enter computational
physics simulations (see Figure 1). By knowing how
to measure a diffuser’s performance in the real
world, we can virtually model that measurement
and analyze new geometries in minutes—instead of
days or weeks. This allows for a streamlining and
virtualization of the development process, refining a
device’s geometry virtually, before committing to a
design to be physically prototyped, measured, and
b)

Figure 2: A room model for acoustic performance simulation (a). Same room model with diffusers added, simulation in progress (b).
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evaluated (see Figure 2).
This isn’t to say that good old experimentation
has been thrown to the wayside. The original, early
adopters of diffusers still like to get their hands dirty
and measure first with their ears. They know that
the final measure of any acoustic implementation
is subjective, and therefore, subject themselves to
hours of “guinea pigging” to determine if an idea
works for them. This author has personally gone
into a room with some noise makers, sound meters,
and a binaural head, and then started filling the
room with diffusers—testing and documenting its
performance at intervals along the way (how it
sounds, how it affects intensity, and reverb times,
etc.) Some experts have gambled, experimenting in
live environments to solve problems with diffusers
that others wouldn’t attempt.
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Effectiveness of Diffusers

In a recent conversation with acoustical
consultant Chips Davis, we were discussing the
effectiveness of bouncing reflections off a diffuser
before they reached the listener. We both had made
use of this method for different reasons. I had
recommended bouncing ceiling-firing Dolby Atmos
speakers off diffusers to widen the reflection pattern
in rooms with low ceilings while Davis had fired
stage monitors up at diffusers to improve monitor
coverage on a theatrical stage. These are both
novel uses for diffusers which solved problems in
a new way—unless you consider the JBL Paragon,
which reflected the direct speaker signal off a
curved enclosure, producing a wide acoustic image
(uncanny, considering it was initially produced in
1957.)
With the advent of new technologies, testing
methods, advancing developments, simulations and
old-fashioned elbow grease, diffusers have finally
cemented their place in the palette of tools used for
fine tuning an acoustic system. As we learn more
about how these dark horses run, we find new ways
to widen the sweet spot, improve imaging, remove
destructive interference, and harness that diffusion
magic to work for us. ax

